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Abstract: Canopy height greatly affects the biomass stock, carbon dynamics, and maintenance of
biodiversity in forests. Previous research reported that the maximum forest canopy height (Hmax) at
global and regional scales could be explained by variations in water or energy availability, that is,
the water- or energy-related hypothesis. However, fundamental gaps remain in our understanding
of how different drivers (i.e., water and energy) contribute to the Hmax at the local scale. In this
study, we selected eight dynamic forest plots (20–30 ha) across a latitudinal gradient (from 21.6◦ N
to 48.1◦ N) in China and measured the canopy structure using airborne light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) data. Based on the LiDAR point cloud data, we extracted the maximum tree height (Hmax)
in a 20 × 20 m quadrat as a proxy for canopy height, and the topographic wetness index (TWI) and
digital terrain model-derived insolation (DTMI) were calculated as proxies for water and energy
conditions. We used a linear mixed model and spatial simultaneous autoregressive error model to
quantify how TWI and DTMI contributed to variations in Hmax at the local scale. We found that the
positive effect of TWI was stronger in subtropical and tropical forests, highlighting that water was the
main factor that drives the canopy height pattern in these regions. In contrast, although the effects
of DTMI can be both positive and negative, its relative contribution was higher in temperate forest
plots than in other forest types, supporting the idea that energy input is more critical for Hmax in
temperate forests. Overall, our study revealed the directional change from energy to water limitation
from temperate to subtropical and tropical forests. Our findings can offer important insights into
forest management, especially under global climate change in the Anthropocene.
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1. Introduction
The forest canopy is an important interface connecting the forest ecosystem and
external environment, providing complex microhabitats for diverse organisms [1,2]. As a
key feature of the forest canopy, maximum canopy height (Hmax) represents the ability of
individual trees to intercept resources (i.e., light and precipitation) and has been widely
used in the field of ecology [3,4]. Previous studies found that the Hmax pattern exhibits
strong spatial geographical variability, and such variation is often used to indicate the
functioning and dynamics of the forest ecosystem [5,6]. Nevertheless, the drivers of Hmax
variation are still debated [7–10].
Various theories have been proposed to explain the variability of maximum canopy
height [7–12]. Among them, the “hydraulic limitation hypothesis” [13] and the “energy
limitation hypothesis” [14] are two widely discussed theories for explaining large-scale
Hmax patterns [15]. The “hydraulic limitation hypothesis” suggests that xylem water
potential and available water can limit the Hmax of the canopy [16]. In contrast, the
“energy limitation hypothesis” holds that energy, either sun radiation or temperature,
is an important factor regulating canopy height variation [17]. Although many studies
have been conducted to evaluate the ability of these two hypotheses to explain canopy
height variation, the results are controversial because of the different data sources. For
example, Moles et al. (2009) pointed out that water availability may govern global plant
height distributions [18], while Larjavaara et al. (2014) found that energy was the most
significant determinant of the occurrence of the tallest individual [14]. With light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) remote sensing data, Klein et al. (2015) [19] and Tao et al. (2016) [20]
validated the role of the hydraulic limitation hypothesis in explaining the global canopy
height. The above studies show that water and energy factors shape the Hmax pattern on
a continental and global scale. However, most previous researchers utilized continuous
remote sensing data with a resolution greater than 1 km [19,20]. This may underestimate
the variability in canopy height on a smaller scale and make it impossible to accurately
quantify its driving forces. Therefore, local-scale analysis has the potential to provide new
insights into our understanding of canopy height variation.
At the local scale, the light and water availability difference caused by topography
can determine canopy height variation by controlling the spatial distribution of large individuals [21,22]. For example, in a valley, a lack of light will intensify the light competition
among plants, causing individuals to grow taller due to the higher water availability. In
contrast, on slopes, abundant light resources allow plants to reduce their investment in
height and increase their investment in water absorption and transport to be competitive for
water [23]. Although both the hydraulic limitation hypothesis and the alternative energy
limitation hypothesis can be used to explain the canopy height variation at the local scale,
their influence would be different across forest types. For example, in certain ecosystems,
such as humid temperate forests, energy can be more important than water availability
due to the seasonal fluctuation in temperature and light radiation. A global analysis also
suggested that canopy height variation in high-latitude areas (e.g., boreal forests) is subject
to the energy limitation hypothesis, whereas lower latitude areas (e.g., tropical forests) are
subject to the hydraulic limitation hypothesis [15]. However, it remains unclear whether
there is a similar directional change for the drivers of local canopy height variation from
high- to low-latitude zones.
In this study, we collected airborne LiDAR data from eight dynamic forest plots,
with an area range of 20–30 ha and locations ranging from temperate to tropical zones
in China. We extracted the maximum canopy height (Hmax) in a 20 × 20 m quadrat
and calculated the topographic wetness index (TWI) and digital terrain model-derived
insolation (DTMI) to represent water and energy conditions at the local scale. We aimed
to quantify the influence of water and energy on the Hmax variation at local scales and
identify whether the main drivers of canopy height variation showed a directional change
from temperate to tropical forests. We predicted that water limitation would play a greater
role in the low-latitude forest plots, where water is more limiting to trees than is energy. In
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contrast, energy limitation will be more important in high-latitude forest plots because of
the greater seasonal fluctuation in temperature and light radiation in these regions. Our
results provide insights into the role of the “water limitation hypothesis” and the “energy
limitation hypothesis” in explaining canopy height variation in forest communities.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Sites and Forest Plots
Our research group is a member of the Chinese Forest Biodiversity Monitoring Network (CForBio, http://www.cncdiversitas.cn/zyxm/cforbio/js/, accessed on 1 December
2021). All plots were consistently set up following the protocol of the Center for Tropical Forest Science (ForestGeo-CTFS, https://forestgeo.si.edu/, accessed on 1 December 2021) [24].
We selected eight dynamic forest plots with an area of 20–30 ha in China (Figure 1). These
forest plots covered a wide geographical range, from 48.133◦ N to 21.613◦ N, and included
three temperate (FL, HS, and YH), three subtropical (GTS, DHS, and ALS), and two tropical
(BB and GMS) forests. More detailed information about these forest plots can be found in
Tables 1 and A1.

Figure 1. Locations of the 8 forest plots in China. Each solid point indicates a plot location, and the
color represents the elevation in China.
Table 1. Basic information of the eight plots in our study, including the abbreviation of the plot name,
forest region, vegetation type, size, location, mean elevation and elevation difference in parentheses,
mean annual precipitation (MAP) in millimeters (mm), and mean annual solar radiation (MAS) in
MJ/m2 /year.
Plot
FL
HS
YH
GTS
ALS
DHS
GMS
BB

Forest Region
Temperate
Temperate
Temperate
Subtropical
Subtropical
Subtropical
Tropical
Tropical

Vegetation Type
Primary broad-leaved Korean pine forest
Primary broad-leaved Korean pine forest
Secondary poplar-birch forest
Evergreen broad-leaved forest
Mid-montane moist evergreen broad-leaved forest
Evergreen broad-leaved forest
Tropical mountain rainforest
Tropical seasonal rainforest

Size
30 ha (600 × 500 m)
25 ha (500 × 500 m)
24 ha (600 × 400 m)
24 ha (600 × 400 m)
20 ha (500 × 400 m)
20 ha (400 × 500 m)
20 ha (500 × 400 m)
20 ha (400 × 500 m)

Location
48.133◦

42.383◦
42.372◦
27.25◦
24.53◦
23.167◦
22.246◦
21.613◦

129.200◦

N
E
N 128.089◦ E
◦
N 128.005 E
N 118.12◦ E
N 101.03◦ E
N 112.591◦ E
N 100.599◦ E
N 101.580◦ E

Elevation

MAP

MAS

419 (66)
801 (18)
832 (22)
618 (277)
2509 (157)
350 (240)
949 (237)
735.5 (153)

629
680
701
1844
985
1818
1574
1698

4879.7
4929.6
4865.8
5301.6
5515.1
5022.9
6097.2
5967.9
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2.2. Near-Surface LiDAR Data
To make all the LiDAR data of all the forest plots comparable, we scanned the forests
and obtained these data during the leaf-on season (FL, HS, and YH in July; GTS and DHS
in October; BB, GMS, and ALS in March) in July 2017 and 2018. The point-cloud data were
collected by LiAir-pro, a UAV-mountable LiDAR scanning system developed by Green
Valley Inc. (Beijing, China, https://www.lidar360.com/, accessed on 1 December 2021).
The point cloud density of each plot is in Table A1 in Appendix A. A digital terrain model
(DTM) was gridded from ground point representations of the Earth’s surface, and a digital
surface model (DSM) was gridded from high vegetation point representations of the actual
canopy’s surface. A canopy height model (CHM) was constructed based on the difference
between DEM and DSM and contained only the top canopy height information in each grid.
We generated these three basic models, the basis for further analyses, at a 0.5 m resolution
using Cloud Compare (http://www.cloudcompare.org/, accessed on 1 December 2021)
and R. v3.5.3 software [25] with the R packages “lidR” and “raster”.
2.3. Parameter Extraction
In this study, we divided each forest plot into 20 × 20 m adjacent quadrats (grids) and
then extracted the parameter from the LiDAR data of each quadrat. Hmax is each quadrat’s
maximum canopy height calculated from the canopy height model. The topographic
wetness index (TWI) and digital-terrain-model-derived insolation (DTMI) were calculated
from the digital terrain model, which can represent the local variation in topographicderived water and energy conditions [26]. TWI was defined as the natural logarithm of the
upslope contributing area (a) and slope (b) as ln (a/tan b) [27,28]. The DTMI was defined
as potential solar radiation on a sloping surface [29,30]. Topographically derived radiation
varies with the geometry of the receiving surface, such as the surface gradient (slope)
and orientation (aspect), as well as the position relative to the neighboring surfaces [29].
Meteorological data were obtained from the WorldClim website based on the geographical
coordinates of each plot (http://worldclim.org/). The TWI and DTMI were extracted using
the R packages “dynatopmodel” and “insol”, respectively.
To make different plots comparable, we first calculated the relative values of TWI and
DTMI by dividing the quadrat-level value by the plot-level value. Then, we multiplied
the plot-level mean annual precipitation (MAP) and solar radiation (MAS) by the relative
value of TWI and DTMI in each quadrat, respectively. The formulas are as follows:
TWI = TWIoriginal ÷ mean TWIoriginal × plot MAP

(1)

DTMI = DTMIoriginal ÷ mean DTMIoriginal × plot MAS

(2)

We first coarsened the resolution of the DTM to 20 m via spatial averaging of 1 m
LiDAR data, and two predictors were then calculated at this scale [22]; this ensured that the
variable estimate did not have any extreme localized values, as often occurs when using a
very high-resolution terrain model as the input source.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
We constructed a linear mixed model (LMM) to identify the effect of water and energy
on Hmax. In LMM, we used TWI and DTMI as the fixed effects to predict the Hmax of
3667 quadrats from 8 plots. We built three kinds of LMMs to include “plot” as a random
factor. The first model assumed that the “plot” only influenced the Hmax distinction among
plots, which is the random intercept in the LMM. In the second model, we regarded the
“plot” as the random slope, so it only affected the relationship between the explanatory
variable and Hmax. In the third model, “plot” was used as a random slope and random
intercept simultaneously. If the plot was a significant random factor in the relationship, it
implied we should test the impact in each plot separately. The model was calculated with
the R package “lmerTest”.
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We next employed spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models (SARs) to explore
the relationships between Hmax and the two predictors in each forest plot separately. This
method allows the inclusion of residual spatial autocorrelation at a 20 m scale [31]. The
spatial weight matrices were calculated with the nearest 4 adjacent quadrats in our model.
The model was calculated with the R package “spDataLarge”.
Finally, we chose the LMG approach to evaluate the relative importance of two predictor variables (TWI and DTMI) in determining canopy height variation [15]. The relative
importance of a predictor is the natural decomposition of the model R2, which differs
from its estimated coefficients. To calculate the relative importance of variables in SAR,
we first fit a SAR and then removed the spatial component of the fitted values by entering
Hmax, excluding the spatial component as a new response variable in the R2 partitioning
procedure [32]. The relative importance of the predictor variables was calculated using the
R package “RELAIMPO”.
3. Results
The quadrat-level maximum canopy height ranged from 10 to 70 m across all forest
plots (Table 2). The GMS and BB plots had the greatest quadrat maximum canopy height
of around 70 m, while the mean Hmax of the eight plots was approximately 40 m. The
quadrat canopy height of the HS and YH plots was highly centralized, compared with that
of the six other plots. More information such as CHM and DEM of each plot is in Figure A1.
Table 2. The information of eight plots related to Hmax in our study, including the mean Hmax, the
standard deviation of Hmax, and the range of Hmax. The number of quadrats is the total number of
20 × 20 m quadrats in each forest plot. The number in parentheses represents the number of quadrats
left after removing the boundary quadrats and the quadrats with the 5% lowest Hmax.
Plot

Mean Hmax

Hmax Range

Number of Quadrats

FL
HS
YH
GTS
ALS
DHS
GMS
BB

30.87
29.56
26.14
28.54
25.65
26.73
37.70
41.9

18.44–38.57
24.96–36.49
22.81–32.11
11.05–51.69
11.15–37.52
13.97–39.74
17.27–66.03
22.24–71.51

750 (613)
625 (509)
600 (476)
600 (483)
500 (394)
500 (400)
500 (399)
500 (393)

The LMM included plot as the random intercept and the slope was the best model,
with the lowest AIC and highest R-square value of 0.633 (Table 3). TWI was highly
significantly positively related to all quadrat maximum canopy heights (coefficient = 4.21,
p < 0.01), and the DTMI was weakly and non-significantly negatively related to the Hmax
(coefficient = −0.35, p > 0.1).
Table 3. The result of the linear mixed model (LMM) with three types of random effects. * indicates
the significance of the models and predictors. *** means p-value < 0.001, * means p-value < 0.05.
LMM Type
Random intercept ***
Random slope model ***
Random intercept and slope ***

R2

AIC

TWI

DTMI

0.591
0.611
0.633

22,128.89
21,968.44
21,787.15

6.19 ***
3.72
4.21 *

−0.06
−0.22
−0.35

We found that TWI showed a significant, positive influence except in the FL and
HS plots. DTMI had a significant influence except in the DHS plot. The effect of DTMI
was positive in the FL and BB plots but negative in the other five plots. Interestingly, we
found that the effect of TWI changed from a non-significant, negative effect to a significant,
positive effect when changing locations from temperate to tropical forests. The effect of
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DTMI showed a similar directional change pattern from positive to negative when the forest
types changed from temperate to tropical forests, except in the BB forest plots (Figure 2).
The detailed information is in Table A2.

Figure 2. Results of the spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models (SARs). Colors represent
forest plots from tropical (red) to temperate (blue) latitudes. The solid circle in the colored bar
indicates significance at the 0.1 level. The black dotted line indicates no relationship. The colored
bar on the left of the dotted line indicates a negative effect, and those on the right indicate a positive
result. The X-axis is the estimated coefficient.

We found that DTMI had higher importance in temperate forests, while TWI had
a stronger explanatory power in subtropical and tropical forests (Figure 3). The DTMI
accounted for more than 90% of the total variation in the two temperate forest plots (i.e.,
FL and HS plots), while DTMI explained less than 10% of the variation in the subtropical
and tropical forest plots (except for ALS). Unexpectedly, we found TWI was slightly more
important than DTMI in the YH plot, which is a typical secondary temperate forest. The
detailed information is in Table A3.

Figure 3. Result of the relative importance of two predictors (TWI and DTMI) in spatial simultaneous
autoregressive error models (SARs). TWI is the blue part, and the red part represents the relative
importance of DTMI in each plot. Results are arranged in descending latitude from left to right.
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4. Discussion
Understanding the patterns and determinants of forest canopy height variation can
provide critical insights into the drivers of ecosystem functions [33]. Despite an extensive
body of research on canopy height variation, few studies have focused on the patterns
and determinants of canopy height variation at the local scale. In this study, based on
near-surface LiDAR data from eight large permanent forest plots in China, we accurately
measured canopy height variation at the local scale and quantified the relative contributions of energy and water limitations to canopy height variation from temperate to
tropical forests.
In this study, we found that TWI, rather than DTMI, was the major driver of maximum
canopy height variation when we combined all plots, supporting the hydraulic limitation hypothesis. Previous studies demonstrated that canopy height variation is mainly
affected by water limitation at both global and regional scales [19,20,34]. Our results further
highlighted the dominant role of water availability in controlling forest canopy height at
the local scale. The positive relationship between TWI and Hmax suggested that higher
water availability can increase the maximum canopy height. Higher maximum canopy
height and vertical heterogeneity could lead to greater use of niche space for light and
provide multidimensional space that can be occupied by different species [33]. Therefore,
our results suggest that ensuring the water availability of plants, especially large trees, is
an important prerequisite for effectively maintaining biodiversity at the local scale. The
altitude of the ALS plot is 2509 m, which causes the water vapor in the cloud to act as
an important supplement of water, thus alleviating the effect of water limitation on the
canopy height of the ALS plot. In the context of global climate change, more frequent and
devastating droughts have reduced the soil water content, streamflow, and groundwater recharge [35,36]. Further studies are required to investigate how drought influences
biodiversity maintenance by altering the complexity of the canopy structure.
When we focused on individual plots, we found that the TWI had limited influence
on the canopy height variation in the temperate forest plots. This is because trees grow
mainly in the summer when precipitation is high in the temperate forests of East Asia.
The abundant water supplies contribute to the weak relationship between large trees and
water availability. We also found that the positive effect of TWI increased significantly
from temperate to tropical forests, suggesting that the spatial distribution of large trees is
more related to the local water variability in subtropical and tropical forests. This result is
similar to that found in previous studies, i.e., that water availability can determine plant
species distribution in tropical forests [37,38]. Species with different heights can develop
corresponding adaptive strategies to water availability through hydraulic regulation [39].
Therefore, trees growing in areas with higher water availability can invest more resources
into height growth rather than hydraulic conductivity [40]. Furthermore, two studies
have found that species co-existing within a community often have specific habitat preferences [41,42]. Our study supported this view by identifying the relationship between tree
height and water availability; that is, species with greater height tend to grow in areas with
high water availability.
Although the relationship between DTMI and canopy height variation was nonsignificant when we combined all plots, we found that DTMI had a significant influence on
canopy height variation in most individual forest plots. This result highlights the necessity
of local-scale analysis for our understanding of canopy height variation. Most importantly,
we found that DTMI had higher importance in temperate forests than in subtropical
and tropical forests. This finding supports the idea that energy is an important factor
regulating canopy height variation in high-latitude forests because of the low temperature
and high heterogeneity of solar radiation [26,43]. However, different from previous results
supporting the energy limitation hypothesis, our study demonstrated that the effect of
energy on canopy height variation can be both positive and negative in temperate forests.
The first possible reason for this finding may stem from the geographical characteristics
of temperate forests. Temperate forests are located near the middle of a full latitudinal
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gradient from tropical forests to boreal forests and contain flora from temperate, subtropical,
and subarctic zones. Global analysis suggests that the drivers of canopy height variation
change from energy to water when the forest type shifts from boreal to tropical [15].
Therefore, temperate forests are in a transition zone from energy-limited to water-limited
geography, and the complex flora composition makes it possible for forest canopy heights
to respond differently to energy and water limitations. The second possible explanation
is the local habitat heterogeneity. We found a large elevation difference in the FL plot.
Due to the undulating terrain, the energy at lower elevations is usually lower than that at
higher elevations. As a result, the vertical growth of plants can benefit from higher energy
availability when growing in higher elevation areas, resulting in a positive relationship
between canopy height and energy availability. In contrast, the HS plot had a relatively
flat terrain and a relatively uniform and low energy distribution. Thus, plants grown
in relatively energy-poor areas can mitigate the adverse effects of the energy deficit by
increasing their height, and then their canopy heights are greater than those grown in
energy-sufficient areas. This may explain why we observed an inverse relationship between
canopy height and energy availability.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we explored the role of the “water limitation hypothesis” and the
“energy limitation hypothesis” in explaining canopy height variation of forest communities
at the local scale. Our study showed that energy explained more variance of canopy
height in temperate forest while hydraulic limitation explained more variance of canopy
height in subtropical and tropical forests. Especially, the positive effect of available water
on Hmax increased from temperate to subtropical and tropical forests. The directional
change in drivers implied differences in the ability of diverse forests to tolerate future
changes in climate or anthropogenic disturbance regimes. These results shed light on the
potential ecological mechanisms driving ecosystem functions and could potentially benefit
biodiversity conservation.
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Appendix A
Table A1. Soil types of 8 plots.
Plot Name

Soil Type

Point Cloud Density

FL
HS
YH
GTS
ALS
DHS
GMS
BB

mountain brown forest soil
mountain dark brown forest soil
mountain dark brown forest soil
krasnozem
mountain yellow brown soil
latosolic red soil
Laterite
Laterite

20 points/m2
88 points/m2
124 points/m2
20 points/m2
57 points/m2
90 points/m2
30 points/m2
22 points/m2

Table A2. Results for the fitted spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models (SARs).
Plot

Predictor

p Value

Mean

SD

Min

Max

FL
FL
HS
HS
YH
YH
GTS
GTS
ALS
ALS
DHS
DHS
GMS
GMS
BB
BB

TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML
TWI
DEML

0.29
.
0.93
***
***
*
***
*
**
***
***
0.99
***
.
**
**

−0.18
0.29
0.01
−0.37
0.22
−0.19
1.12
−0.42
0.64
−0.80
1.52
0.001
3.60
−1.12
1.01
2.02

0.17
0.17
0.12
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.23
0.18
0.21
0.19
0.24
0.27
0.41
0.65
0.39
0.66

−0.35
0.11
−0.11
−0.45
0.16
−0.26
0.89
−0.60
0.43
−0.99
1.28
−0.26
3.18
−1.76
0.62
1.36

−0.008
0.46
0.13
−0.28
0.29
−0.11
1.35
−0.24
0.85
−0.61
1.76
0.27
4.01
−0.47
1.40
2.68

‘.’ represents a p value between 0.1 and 0.05, ‘*’ represents a p value between 0.05 and 0.01, ‘**’ represents a p value
between 0.01 and 0.001, and ‘***’ represents a p value less than 0.001.

Table A3. Relative importance results of the spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models (SARs).
Plot Name

TWI (%)

DTMI (%)

FL
HS
YH
GTS
ALS
DHS
GMS
BB

5.67
2.21
59.82
83.65
53.30
97.08
95.52
84.18

94.33
97.79
40.18
16.35
46.70
2.92
4.48
15.82
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Table A2. Results for the fitted spatial simultaneous autoregressive error models (SARs).
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